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applications, such as delays, packet losses, and retransmissions. On one hand, active measurements techniques [16, 53]
collect these metrics by generating test traffic (e.g., pings).
On the other hand, passive measurements [28, 46] infer these
performance metrics by analyzing the packets that traverse
the network (e.g., using network taps which maintain perflow states to accurately measure Round-Trip-Times (rtt),
retransmissions, packet losses and duplications [54]).
Although widely deployed, passive monitoring suffers
from several important limitations. First, as link speeds increase, it becomes more and more difficult to maintain the
per-flow state that is required to collect detailed performance
metrics [76]. Second, as multipath protocol deployment increases (e.g., mptcp [29] is used in iPhones [3] and for other
services [9]), passive monitors only see a subset of the packets belonging to a connection. This compromises their ability to operate properly [61]. Finally, the most important
threat against the passive collection of network performance
metrics is the deployment of encrypted protocols, such as
qic [50]. qic replaces the htt/tls/tcp stack with a simpler
protocol that runs over udp. Google estimates [50] that qic
already represents more than 7% of the total Internet traffic.
Recent measurements indicate that content providers have
started to deploy qic massively [66]. The ietf is currently
finalizing a standardized version of qic [42].
From a performance monitoring viewpoint, an important
feature of qic is that all the payload and most of the header
of the packets are encrypted. This prevents the middlebox ossification problems that affect protocols such as tcp [39, 60],
but it also greatly decreases the ability for network operators
to monitor network performance. This prompted some of
them to ask to modify qic to be able to extract performance
information from its headers [70]. The ietf answered those
operational concerns by reserving one bit in the qic header
(the spin-bit [74]), exposing limited delay information. Multipath extensions to qic have already been proposed [20, 80].
To keep collecting end-to-end performance metrics of their
users flows, enterprise network operators need a different
approach than passive monitoring to be future proof.
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Abstract
As enterprises move to a cloud-first approach, their network
becomes crucial to their daily operations and has to be continuously monitored. Although passive monitoring can be
convenient from a deployment viewpoint, inferring the state
of each connection can cause them to miss important information (e.g., starvation). Furthermore, the increasing usage
of fully encrypted protocols (e.g., qic encrypts headers),
possibly over multiple paths (e.g., mptcp), keeps diminishing
the applicability of such techniques to future networks.
We propose a new monitoring framework, Flowcorder,
which leverages information already maintained by the endhosts and records Key Performance Indicators (kpis) from
their transport protocols. More specifically, we present a
generic approach which inserts lightweight ebpf probes at
runtime in the protocol implementations. These probes extract kpis from the per-connection states, and eventually
export them over ipfix for analysis.
We present an application of this technique to the Linux
kernel tcp stack and demonstrate its generality by extending
it to support mptcp. Our performance evaluation confirms
that its overhead is negligible. Finally, we present live measurements collected with Flowcorder in a campus network,
highlighting some insights provided by our framework.

1

Introduction

Network performance depends on a variety of factors such
as link delays and bandwidth, router buffers, routing or transport protocols. Some of these are controlled by the network
operators, others by the end-hosts. To detect potential issues, and ensure their proper operations, most network operators monitor a wide range of statistics on the health of
their networks, which can be classified in three categories.
First, health metrics capture the status of network elements.
Most networks record those using snmp, polling their devices every few minutes to collect various statistics (e.g.,
link load, cpu usage, size of forwarding tables). Operators
often also collect statistics about the traffic itself, usually using NetFlow/ipfix [38, 67, 75]. These provide more detailed
information about the flows crossing the network (e.g., layer4 5-tuples, volumes in bytes and packet), and enable various management applications [52] (e.g., identifying major
source/destination pairs [83], heavy-hitters [31], or detecting
DDoS attacks [69, 79]). Finally, operators monitor key performance metrics which are important for many end-to-end
∗ O.

Problem statement How can we support the legitimate need
of fine grained performance information from enterprise network operators in presence of encrypted, multipath protocols?
Key challenges Designing a monitoring framework that
answers this question raises at least four challenges. First,
this framework must accurately depict the performance experienced by the end-hosts. This limits the applicability of
active measurements, as this might hide issues specific to
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(a) Most networks are monitored using passive measurements made by
the network devices.

Flowcorder

Many networks monitor their traffic using in-network appliances that inspect packets crossing them, and eventually
export statistics to measurement collectors using a protocol
such as ipfix (Fig. 1a). While sufficient to track traffic demands, or collect rough traffic statistics through passive inference of the connection states, these techniques hardly scale
if the operators requires fine-grained performance measurements on a per-connection basis. Flowcorder instead pushes
the monitoring processes directly on the end-hosts (Fig. 1b).
By monitoring the per-connection states, Flowcorder can then
record the performance of the connections, as experienced
by the end-users, and then export those over ipfix to complement existing measurement infrastructure. The rest of this
section illustrates the different building blocks making up
Flowcorder, visible on Fig. 2. More specifically, we consider a
network administrator who wants to use Flowcorder to answer the following a high-level question: “Which provider
performs the best to connect to a remote storage service accessed
over tcp?”

Flow: ■
Sent: 1pkt
RTO: 0

■
Packet

(b) Flowcorder exports information from the end-hosts about
their connection performance.

Figure 1. Flowcorder enhances network monitoring with
fine-grained measurements about connections.
the used protocol (e.g., tcp rto). Second, it must support
multipath protocols, and thus monitor the performance of all
paths used by a given connection. This limits the possibility
of using passive monitoring since this would require coordination among the monitors located on different paths. Third,
supporting encrypted protocols prohibits such framework
from analysing packet headers or contents and prohibits the
utilisation of “transparent” proxies. Finally, it should operate
with a low overhead, limiting the generated statistics to the
minimum to establish a baseline for normal operation, while
also enabling to quickly capture and detect performance
issues.
Flowcorder We introduce Flowcorder, a novel enterprise network monitoring framework which addresses the above challenges. The key insight behind Flowcorder is to leverage the
per-connection information that is already maintained by
the end-hosts themselves.
Instrumenting the transport stacks of the end-hosts enables Flowcorder to compute Key performance Indicators
(kpis) for each connection. By capturing such kpis at specific
moments of the connection life-cycle, Flowcorder can then
build performance profiles of connections. Finally, Flowcorder
aggregates those profiles and exports them over ipfix, integrating with existing monitoring infrastructure and enabling
analyzes across hosts, protocols, remote services and/or isps.
Contributions Our main contributions are:
• A novel enterprise monitoring framework to monitor
the network performance experienced by the endhosts (§2).
• A generic approach to export performance profiles
of connections by transparently extracting kpis from
existing protocol implementations (§3).
• An application of the approach to realize an eventbased instrumentation of the Linux kernel tcp stack (§4),
a demonstration of the generality of the approach by
extending it to support mptcp (§4.3), and an evaluation showing its low-overhead (§5).
• A case study highlighting insights provided by Flowcorder when deployed in a campus network (§6).

Computing performance profiles. The first step to answer this high-level question is to identify kpis (§3.1) that
enable to characterize the performance of the instrumented
protocol. Such kpis should contain general statistics about
the connection, as well as metrics indicating possible performance issues, specific to the protocol.
For example, high-level kpis to answer our illustrative
question could be: (i) the number of bytes transferred and assumed to be lost; (ii) the amount of reordering [5, 8, 45] that
occurred in the network;and (iii) signs of bufferbloat, such
as the number bytes received multiple times, thus signaling
a retransmission timeout on the sender, or times where the
connection stalled and was blocked from sending pending
data for several rtts (tcp rto).
Continuously streaming the collected kpis is inefficient
as, beside wasting resources, it might hide the key performance outliers in the noise generated by the huge number
of smaller variations. Instead, Flowcorder exports the kpis of
a connection only at specific moments in the connection lifecycle (§3.3). In-between these exports, the kpis are buffered
in a lightweight aggregation daemon, local to the end-host.
Once the decision to export the measurement is made, this
aggregation daemon computes a performance profile of the
connection: statistics computed over kpis (e.g., moving averages, counter increase) during well-defined moments of
the connection life-cycle. The performance profile is then
serialized as an ipfix record and added in a pending ipfix
message buffer. As we want to minimize the processing load
on the collector and take advantage of the features provided
by ipfix, the message is only exported once its size reaches
the local mtu.
In our example, a connection towards the remote storage
service that would experience one retransmission timeout
2

ebpf probe handler
instrument(tcp_retransmit_timer,
struct tcp_sock *sk):
state[sk]->RTO =1;
state[sk]->RTT = sk->srtt_us;
bpf_perf_event_submit(state[sk]);

TCP

established → established
stalls=1
proto=tcp
RTT=25ms connectionID=[. . . ]

MPTCP

Connection performance profile

DNS
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Figure 2. Flowcorder enables to evaluate network performance from generic Key Performance Indicators collected on the
end-hosts for every connection.
Table 1. Key Performance Indicators can answer most questions about transport protocol performance

in its entire life-cycle would generate four performance profiles: (i) one describing the connection establishment; (ii)
one describing the performance of the data transfer (e.g.,
average rtt, byte counters, number of rto experienced)
up to the rto; (iii) one describing the performance while
the connection is considered as lossy; and (iv) a final one
describing the performance since the end of the lossy state
and how the connection ended (e.g., did it abruptly end with
a tcp rst?).

Description

KPI
Í∗
Sent
Í
Received
Í
Lost
Í

Data† sent towards the remote host
Data received and processed by the end host
Data assumed to be lost in the network

Errors

A ‡ RTT
Í
Duplicates
Í

Collecting kpis. Under the hood, Flowcorder instruments existing transport protocol implementations on the end-hosts.
Many methods exist to collect such statistics, such as extracting them from a general purpose loggers [55, 63] or
polling [14]. Instead, Flowcorder uses an event-based method.
More specifically, Flowcorder inserts ebpf probes at specific
code paths in the transport protocol implementations (§3.2).
When the end-host stack reaches one of these probes, the
probe handler is executed, computes kpis of the connection,
exports them in an asynchronous channel to the aggregation daemon, and then resumes the normal execution of the
protocol implementation. Beside minimizing the instrumentation overhead (§5), this approach is also extremely flexible
as it does not require any support from the implementation
(e.g., mibs), and is thus not restricted to a predefined set of
metrics, computed in an opaque manner.
In the example of Fig. 2, we see that one such probe has
been setup to intercept the expiration of the tcp retransmission timer. If any connection experiences a rto, this handler
then increases the kpi counting rto’s and updates the connection’s rtt estimated by tcp, then exports it for processing
in user-space.

OFO

A OFO-dist
Í

Stalls

Data received corrupted
Mean Round-Trip-Time and variance (i.e., jitter)
Received data already acknowledged
Data received out-of-order
Distance of out-of-order data from the expected one
Count when the connection delays the sending of
any pending data during several rtts

∗Í

denotes a counter over a time window
kpis can be duplicated to track byte-counts and packets (’data’)
‡ A denotes an average and a variance over a time window

† Most

For example, to answer his question, our network administrator could compute generic statistics such as mean, variance and median of all performance profiles contained in a
given time window, aggregated by provider, and run hypothesis tests. These results could also be split based on the IP
version, or compared against the general trend to access all
other remote services. Finally, beside numerical tests, one
can also generate time series and plot them in monitoring
dashboards.

Analyzing performance profiles. Flowcorder produces measurements that can be collected, parsed and analyzed by any
IPFIX collector supporting custom Information Elements [10].
Performance profiles are independent views of the performance of a connection during a given window of time, and
one can be analyzed separately from the others belonging to
the same connection. These performance profiles thus enable
the network operator to build several views of the network
according to key metrics using simple database queries, and
to analyze them (§6).

3

Recording protocol performance

Flowcorder recordsperformance profiles of connections di-

rectly on end-hosts, and exports them to a collector for further analysis. Achieving this requires addressing three issues:
(i) What should a performance profile contain to describe
a connection and indicate performance issues (§3.1)?; (ii)
How can we collect these key metrics from the protocol
implementations?; and (iii) When should these profiles be
computed to maximize the accuracy of the measurements
while minimizing the overhead of Flowcorder (§3.3)?
3

3.1

These techniques however come with two limitations.
First, the information they give is limited to the explicitly defined metrics. For example, counting tcp out-of-order packets, as well as characterizing their out-of-order distance is
impossible on Linux with the existing api. Counting received
duplicates is not feasible either. Second, by requiring the monitoring tool to poll them, getting more accurate information
about performance changes imposes a polling frequency and
thus a high resource usage on the end-hosts. For example,
characterizing the connection establishment times requires
to precisely track the first few packets of a connection, which
could be exchanged within a few milliseconds.
To address these issues, Flowcorder bypasses these traditional techniques, and directly instruments the protocol implementation at runtime.

Characterizing protocol performance

Connection-oriented transport protocols such as tcp maintain state and usually expose some debugging information
( e.g. struct tcp_info [49] on Linux or macOS). However,
recording the entire state for each established connection is
impractical. Most of this information is very specific to the
protocol implementation and does not always relate to connection performance. For example, one can find the distance
(in terms of tcp segments) between the last out-of-order segment and the expected sequence number or the value of the
slow-start threshold in the struct tcp_info, both of which
give almost no insight to qualify the connection performance.
Finally, while Flowcorder aims to collect fine-grained measurements about protocol performance as experienced by
the end-hosts, recording every single data point would be
counter-productive, as the more critical observations will
end up buried in a huge pile of data.
Instead, we characterize protocol performance by recording the evolution of Key Performance Indicators (kpis) during
a connection. Example kpis are listed in Table 1. Recording
Sent and Received bytes quantifies the volume transported
on a connection, while tracking the number of segments
quantifies the packet rate (e.g., an interactive ssh session
produces many small tcp segments). Recording Lost segments or segments with a checksum error (Errors), enables
to qualify the path used by the connection. Tracking the evolution of the rtt (and thus implicitly its jitter) can be used to
estimate whether congestion is building up in the network
(and is the main source of information of some congestion
control algorithms such as bbr [13]). Similarly, recording the
reception of segments containing already acknowledged data
is an indication that the remote host mistakenly assumed
their loss, which could be a sign of a possible bufferbloat.
Measuring the amount of packet reordering is also useful,
especially in the context of transport protocols, as its occurrence often limits the maximum achievable throughput.
Finally, recording when a connection is prevented from making progress is a strong signal that something bad happened
in the network (e.g., triggering a tcp rto).
From these kpis, network administrators can then answer
complex high-level questions characterising the performance
of the network, such as: (i) what is the best response time
that can be expected when connecting to a remote server?;
(ii) Is the connection suitable for bulk transfers?; or (iii) Is
the network congested?
3.2

Dynamic tracing using ebpf. Flowcorder leverages the existing dynamic tracing tools such as kernel probes [35], or
DTrace [6]. These enable to insert lightweight probes at runtime at arbitrary locations in either kernel (e.g., to instrument
the tcp kernel implementation §4) or user-space code (e.g., to
instrument dns resolution routines, for which we present collected measurements in §6), typically around function calls.
Conceptually similar to breakpoints and debugging watches,
these probes automatically call user-defined handlers before
and after executing the probed instruction. These handlers
have complete access to the memory, as well as to the content of the cpu registers. More recently, the Linux kernel
added code to define such handlers using extended Berkeley
Packet Filters (ebpf) [43].
ebpf code is pre-loaded in the kernel using the bpf() system call. This ebpf code is executed in an in-kernel virtual
machine that mimics a RISC 64-bits cpu architecture, with
11 registers and a 512 bytes stack. This code can be interpreted, but many architectures include a jit that compiles the
ebpf bytecode. Before accepting to load an ebpf code, a verifier ensures safety guarantees such as proof of termination
(e.g., by limiting the overall number of instructions and disallowing non-unrollable loops) and checks memory-access.
ebpf code executed within the kernel can asynchronously
communicate with user-space processes using perf events
(FIFO queues). Additionally, ebpf programs can defines maps,
which let them maintain state in-between executions. When
an ebpf probe handler is executed, it receives an instance
of the struct pt_regs, which describes the content of the
cpu registers when the probe was hit, including the value of
the stack pointer. This enables the ebpf handler to inspect
the function arguments, or to explore the memory of the
instrumented code. These capabilities make eBPF a target of
choice to write probe handlers, as they guarantee that the
handlers will not cause crashes nor hang the instrumented
code, while also enabling it to compute complex statistics
and easily report them to user-space.

Collecting KPIs from implementations

Recording the evolution of the kpis of a connection on the
end-hosts requires to extract them directly from the protocol
implementation. Achieving this is usually possible using pollbased techniques. For example, snmp can be used to query the
tcp Management Information Base (mib) [64]. Some OS’es
also define APIs to retrieve information [2, 49], or log events
to a centralized journal [55] which can then be monitored.
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the kpis between two events. We call such set of statistics
the performance profile of a connection.
A first set of events are defined by the protocol specifications. Such specification is usually composed of two different
parts. The first is the syntax of the protocol messages, which
can be expressed informally with packet descriptions or more
formally by using a grammar (e.g., abnf [19], asn.1 [44]).
The second part of the specification describes how and when
these messages are sent and processed. Most Internet protocols specifications use Finite State Machines (fsm) to represent the interactions among the communicating hosts. Although implementations are usually not directly derived
from their specification (e.g. for performance reasons or ease
of maintenance), most implementations also include the key
states and transitions of the protocol specifications. For example, most tcp implementations include the SYN_RCVD, SYN_SENT
and ESTABLISHED state of the TCP specifications [62]. While
state transitions signal that a connection is making progress,
not all of them provide similar information (e.g., transitions
into the tcp TIMEWAIT state give no information on the connection besides that ”it is about to close“). Ultimately, these
fsm describe the life-cycle of a connection. They can thus
be abstracted by mapping their state and transitions to the
three key phases in a connection life-cycle: (i) the connection
establishment; (ii) the exchange of data; and (iii) the connection tear-down. These three stages enable us to define the
abstract fsm visible on Fig. 3. When the state of a connection
in this simplified FSM changes, it is a signal that Flowcorder
needs to create a performance profile for the connection. Performance profiles should thus also contain the start and end
states corresponding to their transition, enabling to compare
the performance of connections for similar transitions (e.g.,
characterize the connection establishment delay).
A second set of events that requires Flowcorder to generate
a performance profile are the functions in the protocol implementation that indicate that an unexpected event occurred
(e.g., a retransmission timeout). We model this by a looping
transition in the ESTABLISHED state in Fig. 3.
Finally, a third set of probe locations is defined by kpis
that are not computed by default by the protocol implementation. For example, metrics related to reordering for the tcp
instrumentation. Tracking these kpis then implies to create
an ancillary state for the connection (e.g., using an ebpf map),
and updating it as the connection advances.
Once exported by the ebpf handlers, these performance
profiles will eventually be received by an user-space aggregation daemon. This daemon then serialises these profiles to
an ipfix record, adding in the process information to identify
both the connection (e.g., the tcp 5-tuple) as well as the network path used (e.g., the egress interface and source address).
This record is then eventually exported to the collector.

Important kpi change
New

Can exchange data

Established

Finished
Network Error
Protocol Error

Figure 3. Transport protocol flows can be abstracted in a
general FSM, where state-transitions act as signal to compute
performance profiles.
This approach has at least five advantages. First, by leveraging state transitions that are internal to the implementation, it ensures an accurate translation to kpis. For example,
by recording retransmission timer expirations, it easily distinguishes between a connection that had no data to send
for a while and a connection that was stalled and had to wait
a complete RTO before sending anything else. Second, it
seamlessly adapts to settings local to the host — for example,
the tcp duplicate ack threshold, or the support for SACK
on a per connection basis — that alter the behavior of the
transport protocol. As such, it accurately captures the performance experienced by all instrumented end-hosts. Third, as
it implements a push-based model where the transport stack
itself calls Flowcorder, it minimizes the overhead on the endhosts. Indeed, as the probe locations guarantee that all kpi
changes will be detected, this avoids the need for constant,
high-frequency, polling of the state-variables. Fourth, as it
enables to both read per-connection states and to compute
arbitrary statistics that can be stored in maps (thus defining
custom ancillary state), this approach is highly flexible, as
it does not rely on specific support from the protocol implementation. Finally, it could also be applied to encrypted
transport protocols such as QUIC since it does not use the
packet data but instead the state-variables of the protocol
implementation.
3.3

Creating performance profiles

To use dynamic tracing and ebpf handlers to instrument a
particular transport protocol, one needs to pick probe insertion locations to catch updates to the state of a connection.
While a straw-man approach would pick the main functions
involved in every send and receive operation, and continuously stream the connection kpis after each sent and received
packet, this would impose a high overhead without necessarily providing useful measurements. Indeed, once the probes
are inserted, their handlers are executed for every connection hitting that code path. Instead, we aim at recording
the evolution of kpis between key events in the connection
life-cycle. To this end, we place probes at locations that are
seldom reached, yet catch all important events affecting the
connection, and record statistics describing the evolution of
5
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this ancillary state must be purged when the connection is
over. The second implication of managing such ancillary
state is that it imposes to insert ebpf code at every location
where one of its value needs to be updated. Fortunately, as
the missing kpis represent very specific behaviors, these only
require to instrument two extra locations (see §4.2).

Instrumenting TCP with eBPF

To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we have
applied it to the tcp implementation of the Linux kernel.
This is a high-performance and widely used tcp implementation that has been tuned over more than a decade. We first
introduce the kpis building up the performance profiles of
tcp connections (§4.1). Then, we describe the various ebpf
handlers that are used, and illustrate their interactions (§4.2).
Finally, we present how we have extended this instrumentation to support mptcp (§4.3), showing the genericity and the
flexibility of our approach.

4.2

Defining ebpf probes

Table 2 lists the functions of the Linux kernel where we insert
our probes as well as their handler(s). These functions were
chosen to minimize the overhead induced by the probes, i.e.,
they are never executed in the context of the tcp “fast-path”
processing. They fall into two categories. First, we instru4.1 Selecting kpis
ment the functions that correspond to state changes in the
Instrumenting the Linux kernel tcp stack requires to map
tcp
fsm (i.e., from tcp_v6_connect to tcp_set_state). These
the chosen kpis to tcp state variables. A tcp connection is
indicate
changes in the connection life-cycle and thus manrepresented in the kernel using the struct tcp_sock. As-is,
date
to
compute
kpis. Second, we instrument functions that
this structure already contains most of the kpis presented
denote
events
which
require us to update our ancillary conin Table 1. For example, bytes_received tracks the received
nection
state.
More
specifically,
tcp_retransmit_timer let us
bytes; srtt_us is a moving average of the estimated tcp rtt.
track
expirations
of
the
retransmission
timer. If a connection
Computing the statistics to create a performance profile from
experiences
a
RTO,
and
its
write
queue
is not empty or the
these state variables thus requires the ebpf handler to: (i)
user-space
is
blocked
on
a
syscall,
then
it means that the
retrieve the address of the connection state from the paramconnection
has
stalled.
tcp_fast_retrans_alert
may signal
eters of the instrumented functions; (ii) copy the relevant
that
a
connection
has
recovered
from
a
RTO
(i.e.,
that the
state variables from the kernel memory to the ebpf stack;
network
is
stable
again)
and
moved
back
in
the
established
and (iii) compute the statistics on the evolution of the kpis
state. tcp_validate_incoming’s instrumentation is split into
that these variables represent.
two handlers. First, it detects whether an incoming segment
Unfortunately, not all kpis from Table 1 are directly availhas already (partially) been acknowledged. Such a segment
able in the tcp implementation. More specifically, four kpis
are missing. First, the number of duplicate incast bytes (Duplicates)is an explicit signal that the other host experienced a retransmission timeout. Second, if the function accepts the
is never recorded. If a connection receives a segment already
received segment, this means that it is an out-of-order seg(partially) acknowledged, the implementation ignores its payment, and the handler updates the statistics tracking the
load. Second, the number of retransmission timeouts (Stalls)
reordering. Furthermore, as both tcp_retransmit_timer and
is not recorded. Similarly, the number of bytes and packets
tcp_fast_retrans_alert indicate that a significant perforthat arrived out of order (OFO) is not tracked. Finally, the
mance event has occurred (a succession of losses in the netexisting reordering connection state variable is not suffiwork,
and then a recovery), their handler also export kpis.
cient to represent the distance between out-of-order packets
This
eventually
creates performance profiles looping on the
(OFO-dist). Indeed, while it does express an out-of-order disESTABLISHED
state,
enabling to describe the performance of
tance, it does so in terms of number of MSS-sized segments,
the
connection
before,
during, and after such transient events
and represents only the value computed for the last packet.
(e.g.,
a
flash
crowd
causing
congestion).
Furthermore, it is clamped by a sysctl value.

Recording such ”custom“ kpis thus requires to create an
map alongside the probe handlers. This map can then
be used to contain the ancillary state for each monitored
connection (i.e., map a connection state to a data structure
containing the value of the kpis not provided by the protocol
implementation). Managing this map has two implications.
First, new entries must be added for any connection that will
be monitored. This is especially important for connections
initiated by the end-host itself. Indeed, if the tcp syn they
send is lost, the retransmission timer will expire, and the
count of connection stalls will need to be increased. This
does not apply for inbound connection requests, as creating state before their acceptance by user-space application
would provide a Denial-of-Service attack vector. Similarly,

Collecting kpis for a new outbound connection. We
now illustrate how Flowcorder exports kpis describing the
establishment of a new outbound connection. In the example shown in Fig. 4, an application creates a regular tcp
socket. Then, it tries to establish a tcp connection with the
connect() system call. This system call is processed by the
kernel, and eventually reaches the tcp_v4_connect() function, for which Flowcorder had registered a probe. This probe
is executed before the instrumented function. It registers
basic information about this connection establishment, such
as its destination address and the time at which it started.
Then, the kernel executes the tcp_connect() function, eventually sending a tcp syn segment. When the function exits,
the post handler is executed and immediately returns as

ebpf
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Probe location

Pre Post

tcp_v[46]_connect

3 3


tcp_finish_connect

tcp_fastretrans_alert

3


3

3



tcp_validate_incoming

3 3


inet_csk_accept
tcp_set_state
tcp_retransmit_timer


3



3


Handler description
Register a new connection attempt and initialize its ancillary state; export kpis to an error
state if the function returns an error which indicates a cancellation of the connection.
Exports kpis indicating the establishment of a new outbound connection.
Exports kpis for a new inbound connection accepted by user-space.
If a connection moves to TCP_CLOSE, compute its final state and exports its kpis.
Export kpis if the connection has stalled and enters a lossy state once established.
If the connection congestion control state moves back to TCP_CA_OPEN (e.g., has recovered
from an rto), exports kpis to mark the end of the lossy state.
Detect incast duplicates; update the reordering kpis if the packet enters the ofo_queue.

Table 2. A few probes in the Linux TCP implementation act as events to detect many performance changes.

tis
tic

Blocking syscall

Call intercepted by probe handler
Creates ancillary state
[. . . ] = {
pre_tcp_v4_connect([. . . ])
stall=1,
tcp_v4_connect([. . . ])
...
}, . . .
post_tcp_v4_connect()

sta

int sfd = socket(. . . );
int err = connect(sfd, [. . . ]);

aggregation daemon using a perf_event. This daemon asynchronously fetches and analyzes the kpis, builds the performance profile of this new connection and adds it in its ipfix
pending message buffer to send it later to the collector. In parallel, the tcp_finish_connect() kernel function completes
and wakes up the application which can use the connection.
If the network then behaves perfectly (e.g., no reordering,
and no losses), the probes placed in the kernel are never
reached thus never executed for that connection. Finally,
when the application closes its socket, the kernel eventually
calls tcp_set_state to move the underlying connection to
the TCP_CLOSE state. Flowcorder intercepts this call, computes
the final set of kpis for this connection, and exports a performance profile covering the entire connection and reaching
a final state describing how the connection ended (e.g., finished if both tcp fin’s were received and acknowledged).
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4.3

Supporting mptcp

mptcp is a new tcp extension which enables to operate a
single tcp connection over multiple paths [29]. Two main implementations of this protocol exists: the reference one in the
Linux kernel [59] and one deployed by Apple on iOS [3]. We
now demonstrate the genericity of Flowcorder, by enabling it
to record performance profiles of mptcp connections.
To instrument mptcp, a few architectural details have to
be taken into account. Despite being a relatively complex
implementation (∼18kLOC), it is heavily tied to the existing
tcp implementation. At its heart, a mptcp connection operating over two paths is composed in the kernel of two tcp
connections, and of one meta-socket. This meta socket is the
one exposed to user-space. It hijacks the socket api used by
tcp (i.e., user-space programs use mptcp by default). Sending
data using mptcp requires to break the bytestream received
on the meta-socket into chunks with a mptcp sequence number (dss), and then to send those over one of the subflows.
The receiver’s meta socket then reads the receive queues of
its subflows, and reassembles the original bytestream thanks
to the dss.

Figure 4. Abstract time-sequence diagram of the generated
performance profiles of a TCP connection which loses its
initial SYN, exchanges data, then closes. With a few kernel
probes, our eBPF handlers trace the entire connection lifecycle and report it to an user-space daemon.

the connection was successfully initiated and the kernel
switches to other tasks. Unfortunately, this initial syn does
not reach the destination. After some time, the retransmission timer expires. This causes the kernel to execute the
tcp_retransmit_timer() function. Again, Flowcorder intercepts that call using a probe, which increments the number
of stalls. The kernel then sends a second tcp syn.
When receiving the corresponding syn+ack, the kernel
reaches tcp_finish_connect(). As its corresponding ebpf
handler is awoken, Flowcorder marks the connection as established, computes its kpis and sends them to the user-space
7

Instrumenting this implementation poses three challenges:
(i) differentiating between a new mptcp connection and regular tcp one can only be done once the syn+ack has been
received, since mptcp connection will contain a dedicated option (mp_capable); (ii) mptcp subflows will trigger the same
ebpf probes as regular tcp connections; (iii) new subflows
can be created directly by the meta-socket.
kpis specific to mptcp. As mptcp subflows operate as regular tcp connections, we use the same set of kpis as in §4.1
with one addition. When a retransmission timeout occurs
on a subflow, its unacknowledged segments are retransmitted both on the subflow itself, as well as on another (they
is reinjected on another subflow). We record the number of
reinjections done by a subflow in a new kpi present in the
ancillary state of the mptcp subflows. Additionally, the metasocket provides a bytestream service pretending to be tcp.
As such, it supports most of the kpis supported by tcp, with
four tweaks. First, as it gets its segments from underlying
tcp connections, it cannot receive corrupted segments and
has no concept of latency, removing those kpis. Second, segments arriving out-of-order on the meta-socket no longer
indicate reordering happening in the network. Indeed, such
reordering is hidden by the subflows. Instead, reordering on
the meta-socket is instead tied to the relative performance
difference between the subflows1 . Third, duplicate incast
segments now indicate reinjections. Finally, retransmission
timeouts at the meta-socket level indicate that the connection is suffering from head-of-line blocking (e.g., a lossy
subflow prevents all others from making progress). As one
of the more common causes of such a behaviour are too
small receive buffers, this defines a new kpi specific to the
meta-socket.
ebpf probes handlers. All probes defined in §4.2 also record
the performance of mptcp subflows as-is. In addition to them,
we update the ancillary state tracking reinjection across subflows by instrumenting __mptcp_reinject_data. Recording
the performance of the meta-socket also requires the addition of probes to record the expiration of its retransmission
timer (mptcp_meta_retransmit_timer). New subflows initiated by the instrumented host are automatically handled by
the probes handling the creation of tcp connections. Detecting the creation of new subflows initiated by the remote host
requires instrumenting mptcp_check_req_child.

5

network (§5.1). Then, we evaluate the application-visible performance impact of instrumenting the tcp stack (§5.2). Both
sets of experiments confirm that using Flowcorder induces
close to no performance overhead on the end-hosts.
Finally, we conclude the section by presenting how to
verify that the performance profiles produced by Flowcorder
are accurate, especially after kernel upgrades containing
potential changes in the instrumented protocol implementation (§5.3). We confirme that Flowcorder supports multiple
versions of Linux (v4.5 to v4.18) without any modification.
5.1

Evaluation

In this section, we begin by evaluating the overhead of Flowcorder when instrumenting the Linux tcp stack. We first
run micro-benchmarks to estimate the overhead of Flowcorder in function of on the characteristics of the underlying
1 Consider

two successive segments A and B, such that A comes first in the
mptcp bytestream. If B arrives before A on the receiver’s meta-socket, it
then follows that: (i) A and B were sent over different subflows, as subflows
guarantee in-order delivery; and (ii) the subflow of B was “better”, e.g., had
a lower latency, and/or less losses.
8

Instrumentation overhead

To estimate the overhead induced by the monitoring daemons as well as the kernel probes injected in the tcp stack by
Flowcorder, we use a simple benchmark between two servers
(each with 8-corescpus at 2.5Ghz and 8G of ram) and connected using 10G interfaces. We use ntttcp [56] to initiate
multiple parallel tcp connections from one server to the
other (between 8 and 100), effectively saturating the 10G
link. For each experiment, we record how many bytes were
successfully transferred, and use perf [48] to record the
number of cpu instructions that were executed during each
experiment, as reported by the hardware counters. Each
experiment ran for 60 seconds, in order to average out measurement errors. To evaluate all instrumented code paths, we
also vary the rtt applied over the link (from a few hundred
µs to 100ms), its jitter (10% of the rtt), and its loss rate (from
0 to 1% of random losses). We performed 100 experiments
per combination of rtt and loss rate.
To provide quantitative baselines, we repeated each benchmark three times: (i) without any instrumentation; (ii) with
Flowcorder running on a server; and (iii) with a naive ebpf
instrumentation. This naive instrumentation consists of a
version of Flowcorder where an ebpf probe updates kpis at
each incoming segment once the connection reached the established state, i.e., it instruments tcp_rcv_state_process
in place of tcp_validate_incoming to detect out-of-order segments, or incast duplicates. We define the instrumentation
overhead as the average number of instructions executed
on the servers, divided by the number of bytes successfully
transferred. On one hand, this metric let us easily quantify
the overhead induced by Flowcorder as it directly gives the
amount of extra work carried by a server to execute the ebpf
probes. On the other hand, we can compare the gains brought
by carefully selecting the probe locations by comparing the
overhead of the two different instrumentations. Moreover,
the probe induced by the naive implementation is executed
for every incoming segment but rarely does any significant
work as few segments cause kpi changes (i.e., it often results
in a no-op). As such, it implicitly estimates the intrinsic overhead of placing a probe in the tcp “hot” path (i.e., the cost
of the software interrupt and the preparation of the ebpf
stack). Using the number of executed cpu instructions as
metric has at least four advantages: (i) it is independent of
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Figure 5. Analyzing the number of instructions executed to saturate a 10G link shows that the overhead induced by the kernel
probes is negligible, especially when the link exhibits losses or reordering.
the precise duration of the experiment (i.e., coarse-grained
timers have no incidence on the results); (ii) it isolates the
results from the transient states of tcp congestion control;
(iii) it is independent of the cpu frequency, which is adjusted
dynamically by the cpu; and (iv) it captures both the load
induced by the kernel probes and the load induced by the
user-space daemons aggregating kpis and exporting ipfix
records. We show a summary of the results in Fig. 5, which
plots the cumulative distribution of the fraction of experiments according to their normalized cost (i.e., we normalize
all costs by the lowest one).
When operating over a perfect link (Fig. 5a), we see that
Flowcorder increases by less than 1% the number of instructions executed during a test. As the experiments had almost
no delay and no losses, this gives a baseline as how expensive
it is to run Flowcorder, when all connections are processed in
the kernel fast path (i.e., the path levering as many optimizations as possible, such as hardware offload or skb coalescing,
which decreases the overall cpu cost of the connection) thus
triggering as few events as possible. This contrasts with the
naive instrumentation which has an overhead of more than
2%. When adding some delay (10ms of rtt, and 1ms of jitter),
and a small random loss probability of 0.1%, we see in Fig. 5b
that the per-byte instruction overhead decreases quite substantially to approximately 0.3%. Indeed, as segments start
to arrive out-of-order, or are lost, the tcp stack begins to process them in the slow path, which is much more expensive
cpu-wise than the load induced by Flowcorder. This impact
is even more visible as we reach a rtt of 30ms±3ms, with
a loss rate of 0.5% (Fig. 5c) where the overhead induced by
Flowcorder is almost 0.
This indicates that the relative cost of using Flowcorder
decreases when the network quality worsens, thus when
Flowcorder starts to actually produce performance profiles.
The handling of lost or out-of-order segments has a much
larger impact on the performance than the kernel probes
inserted by Flowcorder and associated monitoring daemons.

The decrease in the number of instructions per byte transferred between Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b is expected, as increasing
the rtt by several orders of magnitude increases the idle
periods of connections as they wait for acks.
We performed the same experiments when instrumenting the mptcp implementation (§4.3) and observed similar
overhead figures, although there were almost no differences
between the two instrumentations as mptcp disables the
kernel tcp fast path processing. Finally, we stress that Flowcorder’s memory overhead is limited by design, as it only has
to allocate memory for the ancillary state (bounded by default to about 600kb, i.e., 3000 tcp flows), as well as a python
VM holding an MTU-sized ipfix buffer.
5.2

Impact on application performance

The previous section showed that Flowcorder was inducing
some overhead on the instrumented end hosts. In this section,
we evaluate whether this overhead can cause applicationvisible performance degradations. To this end, we configure
one host to run a http server. We then record the time
to perform an http get to download a file of a given size
from the server. As we saw earlier (§5.1), the overhead of
Flowcorder is maximum in a perfect network. As such, we
directly connect both the client and the server, configure
their interfaces to induce a 20ms rtt, and enable Ethernet
flow-control to prevent packet losses. We simulate the client
requests using ApacheBench [30], with a variable number of
parallel connections (up to 100). Each experiment is repeated
2000 times (i.e., we open a total of 2000 connections for
each response size). We recorded for each experiment how
quickly the connection completed (i.e., how long did it take to
perform the TCP three-way handshake, the http get, then
download the response and close the connection). As before,
we repeated the benchmark three times (without instrument,
with Flowcorder, and with a naive version of Flowcorder). The
results are visible in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6a shows the median overhead per response size,
which is the observed increase in completion time when
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Figure 6. Using Flowcorder has almost no application-visible impact on the performance of the Linux tcp stack.
the end-host was being instrumented by Flowcorder. We see
that as the size of the http responses increases, the overhead decreases. This result is expected. Indeed, recall that
Flowcorder generates at least two performance profiles for
each connection, and none in the established state if there
are no performance degradations. If the response exceeds
a few tcp segments, its completion time is thus dominated
by the tcp data transfer, and not by the execution of kernel
probes. Fig. 6b thus shows the absolute worst case for these
experiments, as the response consists in a single segment.
We see that the median increase in the response time in that
case is about 0.017%. Fig. 6c shows the overhead with a 1GB
response, which exhibits a much lower completion overhead.
We also performed experiments over a link with some delay and/or losses, and observed that the overhead in those
case was even lower as the response time was completely
dominated by the network characteristics.
These benchmarks, show that despite inducing some overhead, Flowcorder has a very low (if not negligible) impact
on the performance of connections initiated by applications.
This result also holds when instrumenting mptcp.

If this assumption is wrong (or no longer holds due to an update), then Flowcorder will produce incorrect measurements,
e.g., it might mix up connections, or wrongly assume that a
connection received an out-of-order segment.
A third source of errors is the set of probes and their locations. Indeed, as the implementation of the protocol improves
over time, the set of functions called for each event (e.g., received segments, timer expiration) and their relative order
might change. The most obvious effect of this on Flowcorder
would be inconsistent performance profiles (e.g., increasing
the number of bytes transferred of a closed connection), or
missed events (e.g., missed RTOs).
Preventing measurement errors. To prevent the first source
of errors, Flowcorder re-compiles its ebpf code every time
probes are inserted. As this compilation process directly happens on the instrumented host, it can use information local
to the machine (e.g., headers matching the running kernel, or
values in procfs to enable or disable the mptcp instrumentation). This source of measurement errors is thus prevented by
design. Incidentally, this re-compilation process also ensures
that probes are always inserted at their proper locations, as
their offset are also dynamically computed during the ebpf
compilation, either by reading the content of /proc/kallsyms
for kernel symbols, or using the debug symbols of user-space
applications.
To prevent the seconds and third types of errors, we built
a test suite using Packetdrill [12]. Packetdrill enables us to
test protocol implementation using scripts which describe
connections. More specifically, those scripts inject crafted
packets in a local interface at specific points in time, as well
as specify the content of packet(s) that should be sent by an
implementation in response to incoming packets or api calls.
Packetdrill contains a set of edge test cases for the Linux
tcp implementation, and similar test cases for mptcp are
available [68]. As each test case depicts a well-defined connection, we can statically predict the performance profiles
that should be produced by Flowcorder when instrumenting that connection. This lets us build integration tests to

5.3 Ensuring accurate measurements
The content of the performance profiles generated by Flowcorder, and thus the accuracy of the measurements, clearly
depends on the correctness of our instrumentation of the
protocol implementation.
Sources of measurement errors. Flowcorder extracts most
of its kpis by performing raw memory accesses in the kernel’s per-connection states. As the content or layout of these
states could vary across kernel versions, this extraction process is thus a first possible source of errors. Values could
be read at incorrect offsets, or be decoded incorrectly (e.g.,
reading only the first 32b of a 64b counter). A second source
of possible errors are the assumptions the probes make on
the status of the connection. For example, the tcp instrumentation assumes that a connection can be identified by the
memory address at which its state resides, which is conveniently passed around as struct sock *sk in most functions.
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validate that Flowcorder accurately instruments protocol implementations as they evolve.
Using this test suite, we were able to ensure that Flowcorder
accurately instruments the tcp stack of the Linux kernel from
v4.5 to v4.18, and mptcp v0.93.

6

Flowcorder

low rtt is key to ensure a proper level of interactivity. We
see that while both services tend to show similar rtt’s over
ipv4, one of them (PB ) performs much worse when accessed
over ipv62 . Keep in mind that while Flowcorder uses tcp’s
estimates to report rtt and jitter, this might not completely
reflect the true values to reach the actual server, as there
could be middleboxes or tcp proxies present on the path,
fiddling with segments.
Detecting a local operational issue. Beside providing
external connectivity, our campus network also hosts services such as a dns resolver or institutional web servers. During our measurement campaign, students were complaining
that accessing those web servers was abnormally slow. As
these web servers are collocated with the dns servers, we can
thus directly use Flowcorder to compare their performance.
Fig. 7f shows the median time to establish a connection to
any of these servers. Given that the servers are located a
few hundreds of meters away, 30ms to receive a syn+ack
is a clear performance anomaly, especially compared to the
time required to receive a dns reply. After talking with the
network operators, we learned that this problem was due
to a faulty load-balancer that was fixed near the end of the
observation period.

in a campus network

We now present measurements collected over one month
with Flowcorder in a campus network. We deployed Flowcorder in student computer labs, where we run on every host
monitoring daemons that instrument the Linux kernel tcp
stack, presented in §4, as well as dns resolutions libraries.
Each end-host is dual-stacked and has public addresses.
Viewing the effects of Happy Eyeballs. Fig. 7a shows
the repartition of the tcp connections in function of the ip
version used. We see that most of the connections are established using ipv6. As major cloud services are very popular
amongst students and they all support ipv6, this could be
due to Happy Eyeballs [82]. We can confirm that Happy
Eyeballs indeed favors connections over ipv6 by looking at
Fig. 7b. It compares the median time required to establish
new tcp connections depending on the used address family.
More specifically, it only contains connections established
towards dual-stacked ases. We see that the time to open a
new connection is similar for both address families, despite
ipv4 exhibiting many outliers. As Happy Eyeballs gives ipv6
connections a head start of usually 300ms (although some
have called to reduce it [7]), this explains why ipv6 is almost
always used to reach popular services.
Comparing the performance of different uplinks. Our
network is dual-homed. It uses different uplinks for ipv4 and
ipv6. We leverage Flowcorder to analyze the difference between the two address families. Fig. 7c shows the median
jitter observed for tcp connections. We observe that the jitter
experienced by ipv4 connections is higher than for ipv6. This
correlates with the trend from Fig. 7b, where ipv4 showed
more variations. Finally, to better understand why the ipv4
connection establishment delay had a higher variance, Fig. 7d
shows the ratio of connections that were successfully established after losing their initial tcp syn. We see that this
mainly occurs only for ipv4, which might point to an on-site
issue with a firewall or congestion of the ipv4 uplink. Overall,
these results show that ipv6 connections seem to perform
better than ipv4 connections in our campus. This is expected,
as only the ipv4 traffic is shaped by our provider.
Comparing the performance of remote cloud services.
Another usage for the measurements collected by Flowcorder
is to compare the performance when accessing different
cloud services. Indeed, as an isp might have different peering
agreements with them, measuring the quality of the connections towards those service can be a factor to decide whether
to subscribe to one service or another (or to select a different
ISP). For example, Fig. 7e compares the median tcp rtt when
accessing two popular cloud services. For these services, a
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Related work

Monitoring network performance is an age-old topic. Flowcorder draws from three main threads of work.
Collecting transport performance metrics. Passive inference of transport protocol characteristics has been a primary source of measurements for a long time, e.g., inferring
per-flow tcp states by analyzing packet headers provided
by a network tap (tstat Mellia [54]), or correlating packet
traces collected on the end hosts (Deja-vu [1]). More recent
approaches tailored to data-centers (e.g., Trumpet [57], Dapper [33]) perform such analyzes in real-time, at the edges
of the network (i.e., access switches or virtual machine hypervisors). While these technique provide fine-grained measurements for tcp they will not be applicable to emerging
encrypted protocols such as qic.
Instrumenting the end-hosts. SNAP [84] or NetPoirot [4]
collect an enormous amount of statistics about tcp connections directly from datacenter hosts. By collecting those on
a central management system, they can then correlate observations in order to identify the root causes of performance
issues (e.g., bottleneck switch or link, or misconfigured of tcp
delayed ack’s). Both tools poll event loggers (e.g., Windows
EWT, or Linux syslog) every few milliseconds. As such, they
are restricted to the measurements provided by those loggers
(typically the tcp mib [64]), with a higher cpu overhead than
Flowcorder. Odin [11] is a framework injecting javascript
when serving client requests from cdn to perform active
2 Further

analyzes revealed that the provider’s dns was causing students’
requests to use datacenters located on another continent.
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Figure 7. Network performance insights provided by Flowcorder in a dual-stacked, multi-homed, campus network.
measurements. While this approach collects performance
metrics as experienced by end-hosts, the measurements that
it can records are, by design, much more limited.
Instrumenting protocol implementations. Several tools
provide some visibility over the internals of the Linux tcp
stack. tcpprobe [73] is a kernel module which logs the evolution of the congestion control variable in response to incoming tcp segments. tcp-tracer [81] reports the tcp state
changes (e.g., new→established) for all connections. bcc [72]
provides several small tools, enabling to log some aspects of
tcp connections. All of these tools use the same primitives
to instrument the tcp stack (i.e., kprobes, often combined
with ebpf handlers), but they are not coupled with entreprise
management systems.
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would be to use the performance profiles generated by Flowcorder to drive tight-control loops on network controllers, to
optimize the content of dns replies (e.g. dynamically preferring the best address family) or to select the best performing
provider in multihoming scenarios.
Software artefacts
We release the sources of Flowcorder at https://github.
com/oliviertilmans/flowcorder under a permissive license. These sources are primarily composed of python
(∼3300 lines) and restricted c that compiles to ebpf (∼1900
lines). These include the tcp monitoring daemon which has
been tested to work on the Linux kernel from v4.5 to v4.18,
its extension to support mptcp v0.93, the dns monitoring
daemon, and scripts to package and deploy them. We also
provide a sample ipfix collector based on an elk stack [24]
which comes with preloaded normalization filters. Finally,
to ensure the reproducibility of our results, we also provide
all scripts used to conduct the benchmarks reported in §5.

Conclusion

Flowcorderis a new monitoring framework which directly

extracts Key Performance Indicators from the end-hosts, at
specific moments in a connection life-cycle. Flowcorder seamlessly integrates with existing Network Management Systems as it generates ipfix performance profiles. Furthermore,
it is future-proof as it readily supports multipath protocols
and will also be useable with emerging encrypted protocols.
Flowcorder has almost no runtime overhead, and its measurement can easily be analyzed. One future research direction
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